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Spring is here, and most people look forward to the new season of warm weather and
the world turning from brown to green. Spring
and summer, unfortunately also bring a huge
increase in wolfdogs needing new homes.
Wolfdog rescues will begin to increase partly
because owners are unprepared to deal with
puppies that are growing up, partly because
there are unsold/returned puppies that breeders
are unwilling to accept responsibility for, and
partly because people move to new jobs and
locations and can’t or don’t want to take their
animals. The reasons are many, but the result is
the same — wolfdogs will be shuffled off to
new homes, rescue, or animal shelters. And a
lot of dedicated rescuers will be working harder
to find homes for wolfdogs.
Most readers understand what rescue is,
and there are a lot of definitions from various
sources. But for this article, there is a distinction between sanctuaries and rescue. Sanctuary
facilities are places where normally an animal,
once accepted, will live the rest of its life,
rather than be placed in another home. Rescue
is meant to be a process in which an animal that
can no longer remain in its current situation is
moved, housed on a temporary basis in a rescue
facility, and ultimately adopted out to a new
home.
Over the past couple of years, many of our
members have asked about helping rescue
wolfdogs, or wanting Florida Lupine Associa-

tion to place more emphasis on rescue. Even
though FLA is not itself a rescue organization, there is such a rescue need, and so many
of our members do rescue wolfdogs, that FLA
created a rescue coordinator position to provide a central contact and resource for wolfdog rescue. Our website and newsletters will
have an increasing focus on rescue, and
“rescue prevention” articles on successfully
raising a wolfdog. The Board of Directors felt
that FLA should also develop some guidelines or a code of ethics that should be the
basis of wolfdog rescue. This goal is in keeping with our purpose for organizing FLA:
creating a responsible approach to owning
wolfdogs and educating owners and the public in general about wolfdogs. This article is
written to provide a perspective on what stan-

dards need to be part of the rescue process.
Easily, the number one tenet of rescue
needs to be the welfare of the animal. The
whole process of accepting an animal into
rescue and rehoming must focus on the welfare of the animal. Rescue is time consuming
and a difficult process when faced with some
of the extreme behavioral problems found in
some “unwanted” wolfdogs. There is certainly no monetary gain, as attested by the
(Continued on page 4)
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From the Desk of the President
By Al Mitchell

It is time to be packing for the 2006 Annual Rendezvous!
As we have previously reported, the Elite Resort at Salt Springs,
where we have been for two great years, has gone condo and is
selling the cottages. Consequently, after looking at quite a number of campgrounds, the Board of Directors decided to return to
the former KOA Kampground in Ocala, just off I-75. (All members should have received an announcement and directions in the
mail last month. If you didn’t, please contact Jill at the website
or phone number listed in her column.) We realize that this facility is smaller and much more primitive than we have we have
had the past two years, but, with the nearby pet-friendly hotels,
such as the Days Inn West in Ocala, we expect a great Rendezvous.
This will be our Seventh Annual Rendezvous, and we have
departed from our usual schedule of events to allow member
discussion and sharing of ideas for the future. The Board of Directors seeks your input and this is a time for all to speak up and
share ideas. Sign up for a discussion group at registration.
Member and Professional Auctioneer Tom McCarthy will
again be with us to lead the Auction. Please bring items to donate to this major fund raising event. We will again sell raffle
tickets, and will also accept tax deductible contributions to the
FLA Disaster Relief Fund at the Registration Tent. The Saturday
evening dinner continues to be potluck (there are several stores
near-by for last minute purchases). Please let Jill Parker
(Info@floridalupine.org) know what you are bringing.
The Rendezvous schedule is on page 9.
And don’t forget camp stools or chairs. Dogs and children
must be under supervision at all times. We have never had an
incident and 2006 is not the year to have one. Supervise, Supervise, Supervise.
Let’s have a the best Rendezvous ever.

From the Desk of the Treasurer
By Mayo Wetterberg
Spring is a great time to live in Florida. While all our friends
in the north are still fighting snow, we are out headed for the
beach and some sun. And it’s not yet stifling hot, so being outside is still comfortable and as yet — minus the bugs.
Spring is also the time for the FLA rendezvous and a chance
to gather again and talk about our favorite things — mostly wolfdogs. For most of us, it will be a year since we were together
with other wolfdog owners and members. The distance from
Pensacola to Miami will do that to ya. Looking forward to seeing
all of you that can make it to the rendezvous to see how you and
your critters are doing.
Spring is also the time when we do our major membership
renewal effort. We will be sending out renewal notices before
long and renewing a lot of memberships during the rendezvous
as we always have. Almost all of you are all shifted over to a 1
July renewal date, which was done to make the process of notification for renewal a simpler task. As it turned out, we were getting a number of renewals and new memberships throughout the

From the Desk of the Secretary
By Jill Parker

As we prepare for Rendezvous 2006, please don’t forget
what an important part you play in making this year’s Rendezvous a success!
First, bring yourself, your dog, your family and
friends! A well-attended Rendezvous in our first goal.
Secondly, don’t forget to bring some vital necessities: coolers for drinks/food items, lawn chairs, bowls and leashes
for your dog, and a pooper scooper and trash bags to clean
up after it.
Don’t forget to bring auction items this year! Have fun
and raise money for FLA by donating wolf items that all
attendees can bid on. It’s a great opportunity to purchase
some fantastic items for both pets and owners to enjoy.
Many attendees don’t just want to attend, they also like
to participate as volunteers. If you’re interested in being
involved as a volunteer at this year’s Rendezvous, please
email me at Info@floridalupine.org or call me at 850-9562706. It’s never too late to volunteer, and if you should
decide to do so at the last minute, just let me know when
you arrive at the Registration table, where we will have, as
usual, packets of FLA educational materials.
If you can’t volunteer but would like to help by bringing supplies, we always need extra paper towels, tin foil,
drinks, plastic cups, plates, utensils, charcoal, trash bags
and folding tables. Any item you can supply will be
greatly appreciated!
Finally, come prepared to eat, to laugh, to socialize and
to learn. We have some great events and opportunities for
you to enjoy and benefit from. Help us make Rendezvous
2006 the best Rendezvous ever!
See you there!

year. The task of aligning everyone to the 1 July date when
new members were joining in the winter months became
more difficult, so the Board of Directors decided that when
accepting new members to base their renewal dates on the
month in which they joined — just as most organizations do.
This will not affect any current members with a 1 July renewal date. But new members will get a full 12 months from
the month they join. With all the memberships in the computer and the ability to generate renewal notices made easy,
people who join us in November will retain a November
through November membership cycle. We hope this will be
better accepted than cutting a new member short on his or her
initial 12-month membership to align it with a 1 July date.
Lastly, spring is also the time to start thinking about hurricane season. It’s a lot easier to think about what needs to be
done in preparation for a storm and to take the time to do it
well in advance: especially all those things you thought about
last year and wished you’d had time to do before the storm
hit. Time to figure out when you can get some of those projects done. Time to plan on joining us for the rendezvous.
And time to just enjoy living in Florida in the spring!
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(Continued from page 1)

number of rescuers who have sacrificed
any semblance of normalcy for the wellbeing of their rescues. So the only reward for all the hours of transporting,
evaluating, housing, and working with
an animal is the joy of seeing a placement become a forever home with a truly
h a p p y ,
healthy
wolfdog.
Successfully
accomplishing
animal rescue
requires a high level of integrity on the
part of the rescuer. Often the rescuer is
the only person who really knows the
background of the animal, its behavior
patterns, any medical conditions — and,
ultimately, how placeable an animal is.
Because rescuers are in this position of
advantage, they absolutely must protect
the animal’s welfare, and establish a
reputation for honest and fair dealing
with everyone from state and local agencies to potential wolfdog adopters. A
damaged reputation, resulting from lessthan-ethical conduct, so negatively portrays the entire wolfdog community to
the public that it may ultimately prevent
not only successful placements, but result in anti-wolfdog reactions. Several
wolfdog-banning ordinances have been
attempted not because of the animals,
but because of bad human behavior. Rescuers must set the positive example.
Rescuing has no formal training or
certification. There are no classes, no
degree, and no minimum amount of
knowledge required. This puts the burden squarely on the rescuer to have the
skills required to conduct rescue. Knowing canine and wolf behavior, having a
basic medical understanding, and being
able do deal with people are critical criteria for a good rescuer. There is no
room for egos, misinformation, or half a
clue in dealing with any aspect of wolfdogs — especially high-content wolfdogs. Wolfdog rescuers should be a
source of knowledge to both agencies
and the public. Reputable rescuers
knowing local regulations, permit requirements, and having a positive relationship with animal control shelters

have saved many wolfdogs from euthanasia,
even in banned areas.
A reputable rescuer will also have adequate facilities and experience in safely containing wolfdogs that dig, climb, or are
genuine escape artists. This can be a daunting task, given the extreme capabilities of a
frightened high-content wolfdog, but a facility that has continual escapes becomes part
of the problem, not the solution. Since rescues could be housed for extended periods
of time before being adopted, facilities
should be suitable for mid-to-long time care,
thus allowing animals space to exercise and
be evaluated for behavior. Part of the facilities requirement includes having a veterinarian who is knowledgeable about wolfdogs.
A good vet will work with a rescuer to provide medical evaluations when no verifiable
records exist, and prevent incidents such as
a heartworm-positive animal being adopted
without the adopter knowing about the condition. A dependable vet is also required for
emergency or unscheduled treatment should
an animal need it.
Rescue involves some basic principles
like spay & neuter. Very rarely can someone successfully conduct rescue and simultaneously breed wolfdogs. Rescue animals
are spayed/neutered as part of the transition
from one environment to another. Regardless of who pays for it, or when it is done, it
is part of the rescue/rehome. An ethical rescuer would never accept an intact animal
and allow it to be bred, nor would a rescue
animal be “sold” except for a nominal adoption fee.
The final discussion in this article concerns the hard choice — knowing if an animal is adoptable or not, and being able to
determine which animals should enter rescue, which should be placed in a sanctuary
environment, and which, unfortunately,
must be euthanized. It is a tough decision,
but ethical rescuers will never misrepresent
aspects of an animal — either behavior or
medical — in order to place it. Nor would
they place an animal in an unsuitable environment. A good rescuer will be able to
screen, educate, determine that an adoption
will work, and insist on both a written adoption contract and a home visit prior to placing a rescue animal in a new home.
There are a lot of other detailed dos and
don’ts that are part of rescue activities, but
successful rescue and rehoming depend
upon one basic factor: the integrity of the
rescuer whose primary focus is the welfare
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of the animal so that wolfdogs can be
placed in good homes and be part of a
lasting relationship. .

RESCUE HELP NEEDED!
Foster and permanent homes are
desperately needed for 12+ adult
and 21 low-content puppies. Please
contact Melissa K. at 352-796-5997.
Leave a message if you get the answering machine.

Spooky Story: As the
Indians Say ….
By Deeanna Croasmun
Spooky went for a run this week off
into the hills. She found an old Ford truck
that caught her eye. Upon close inspection, Spooky noticed a small animal noise
coming from the engine area. She was
listening very closely, until a couple drove
up in a 4x4 truck. As a joke, the man who
was driving said, “Are you having car troubles? Can we call a tow truck for you?”

Spooky looked at him and then
leaned forward and ripped the radiator
hose off the rusty old truck. Then she
jumped in the back of the man’s truck with
the hose in her mouth. The guy’s wife
started screaming, so Spooky dropped the
hose, but she picked up a pair of work
gloves that were behind the cab. The guy
hit the gas, the truck took off, and Spooky
jumped out with the gloves.
As the Indians say, “Good Trade!”
Copyright 2006 by Deeanna Croasmun and
printed with permission.
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What Is and Isn’t
Training
By Kat Mills

Setting out to write any kind of a
guideline for wolfdog training is a
daunting task. Not because they are
wolfdogs, but because there are as many
ways of effectively training an animal,
any animal, as there are imaginations to
conceive of them. I believe the only
hard and fast rule there is when training
wolfdogs is to be positive. Kindness,
respect, patience, and a sense of humor
go much farther towards building a
trusting relationship with your companion than any particular method, and
after all, it is the relationship that is the
most important issue in training.
In this article, because I do not believe that traditional corrective training
techniques are effective or appropriate
for wolfdogs, I am not going to offer
any information on training techniques
which utilize negative physical correction. I would not be able to remain objective. Also, although my own specialty is with wolfdogs, the elements of
positive-based training are applicable
for ALL animals, including ALL canines. So although I refer to “wolfdogs”
throughout this article, these techniques
apply to any intelligent, social animal.
Training is not about overpowering or dominance. Training does
not require strict obedience, although
sometimes that’s important, especially
in emergency recall situations, but this
level of obedience takes an extreme
amount of dedication and perseverance
on the part of the trainer.
In the wild, wolves live in extended family units where most members share in the raising and the teaching of the pups. Although they have a
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full complement of instinctual behavior,
they also must be taught certain social and
technical skills in order to be functional
members of the family unit. In other
words, the pack trains its children. And so
must we. Training is only teaching and
communication, and intelligent social
creatures require training to live wellbalanced lives within a social unit. Also,
wolves have a couple of very dependable
developmental stages which, if we are
knowledgeable, we can cash in on to establish a foundation for later training.
Several behaviors observed in wolf
packs have been mistranslated by humans, including the infamous Alpha roll,
as, indeed, what constitutes “being Alpha.” “Being Alpha” consists of leadership qualities, the same leadership qualities we like in our own leaders; wisdom,
experience, benevolence, and character. It
is not a matter of the “Biggest Dawg on
the Block,” but of being the wisest provider. Wolves take the long view of leadership. There are some famous cases of
coups within packs which have suffered a
Bully Alpha. Wolves do not seem to suffer bullies lightly. Within wolf society, an
“alpha roll” is not an action which is done
upon another, but is, instead, an action
which is offered to another. The submissive animal offers the roll unto the dominant animal; the dominant animal does
NOT force a roll upon the submissive
one.
This important difference is the crux
of the problem with using an alpha roll as
a part of one’s leadership position. The
moment you grab animals and dump them
over on their backs, glare sternly, or
(heaven forbid) growl in their faces, as a
method of demonstrating “who’s boss” is
the moment that you are no longer seen as
a benevolent leader, but as a bully. You
are using a technique NOT normal to the
species, and it is often misconstrued by
the rollee to be an aggressive act against
them. As a rule of thumb, those of us who
share our lives with wolves and wolfdogs
must remember this: When push comes to
shove, they are stronger than we are with
better natural tools. In a physical confrontation, dogs win. In contests of will, we
must use our brains instead of our brawn.
That’s why we have all those wrinkles in
our brains!
The whole mindset of dominance
has been, in my opinion, vastly over-used;

indeed, it has turned into a catch-phrase
for any manner of less-than-acceptable
or even just independent behavior.
Wolves have a hierarchal, opportunistic, yet interdependent, way of life.
They are not rigid adherents to a strict
hierarchal system, however, and there
is a fluidity within wolf society which
allows for playfulness and rolereversal.
Just as in human societies, the reality of a “dog-eat-dog” world of dominance just doesn’t translate into real life
behavior. Social animals spend some
portion of their time ascertaining
where, in the scheme of things, they fit,
but they do not spend the majority of
their time concerned with this. That
would be counterproductive to a working social system. In wolf packs, as in
human tribes, there is a great deal of
ritualized behavior meant to “siphon
off” the harsher realities of a strict hierarchal system, such as stress and fear,
both proven health risks.

So basically, “training” is a synonymous term for “teaching.” You are
teaching your animal to behave in a
manner that is either 1) necessary for
his safety or 2) necessary for your sanity. And, consequently, he is teaching
you the value of persistence and patience, amongst other important life
lessons. *smile*
But what does that mean, exactly?
“Behave”? — to manage the actions of
(oneself) in a particular way
And “Behavior”? — the manner of
conducting oneself or anything that an
organism does involving action and
response to stimulation or the response
of an individual, group, or species to its
environment
So then, ALL action is behavior.
We shape the behavior that is the most
amiable to our life styles and personali-
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ties with every moment we train and
with every action and reaction we make.
That is why it is absolutely imperative
that any perspective owners of any animal evaluate their own needs, lifestyle
and expectations before acquiring an
animal.
Misbehavior, then, is to conduct
oneself in an improper manner. The most
common misbehaviors are :
1) Jumping Up
2) Biting Too Hard
3) Not Coming When Called
4) Eliminating In The Wrong Place
5) Pulling On Lead
None of these behaviors are improper to dogs. But all these behaviors
create difficulties for us humans, and all
of these behaviors can be circumvented,
redirected, and shaped much easier if
addressed early in the socialization period. Every moment you spend with your
wolfdog during this period is like bonus
miles; you can wind up with a free ride
later on, when they are much bigger, and
perhaps not nearly as cute or cuddly. Or
perhaps a bit too cuddly!! However, the
actions we take during this socialization
period can also be magnified in importance, so it is best to be careful to lay the
foundations lovingly and with patience.
Wolfdogs are what they call “one-event
learners,” and you need to be aware of
this at all times.
Basically, this means that one event
can make such an acute impression on
wolfdogs that they can react to all similar events as if it will occur exactly the
same way as that first event. A frightening event can lead to a connection within
your wolfdog’s mind that is not at all
easy to counteract. Also, the higher content animals can also be neophobes
(fearful of anything new), so early socialization to anything that your wolfdog
could possibly come in contact with in
their life is an important goal. Not all
techniques are going to work on all animals, so flexibility can become a mantra
if you have a stubborn pup!
Training starts as soon as you and
your pet first meet, and continues until
one of you stops breathing. Just like with
a child, learning, e.g., training is a lifetime achievement. Wolfdogs are intelligent, problem-solving animals who are
taught by a highly social family unit. It is
important to begin training as young as
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America
possible, especially with wolfdogs.
Many wolfdog breeders pull pups
from their dams at a very early age for
extra human bonding and bottle feeding.
This offers its own set of challenges and
benefits. I discovered a unique training
opportunity in Mech’s new book Wolves
as a result of this early socialization practice (p. 46): The socialization period,
(from 20 to about 77 days) includes what
seems to be a built-in behavior:
“following.” Again, from Mech’s book,
(p. 48): “The pups are very likely to follow their mother if she interrupts a nursing bout and trots away in response to a
disturbance (Packard, et al, 1992). Their
behavior is quickly shaped to follow a
departing adult moving in an intent, directional manner. This following response is effective in moving 5-week-old
pups between homesites (Mech 1988a,
44). It could be a precursor to heeling, as
in dog training.”
I set about experimenting with this
idea with my America. It works amazingly well! I started at 3 weeks of age,
and just walked around, encouraging him
to follow me about the house and around
the property off-leash. Occasionally, I’d

bring treats for rewards, and occasionally, I would use just attention as reward. (I am a great believer of intermittent rewards.) However, in order to
make use of this foundation technique,
you must begin within this 20-77 day
window of opportunity, or the window
closes. You can never “make up” for
missed developmental windows. The
earlier you start, the more time you have
to “proof,” or solidify, the behavior before the socialization window closes.
The foundations of a well-trained
wolfdog begin with socialization and
basic handling. For puppy training, fondle your wolfdog’s feet, ears, eyes and
tail gently, and often. Get them used to
being handled all over. Rub your hands
gently down their sides, from behind the
ears down. Rub their faces gently as
often as possible, using long slow
movements. Especially get your wolfdog used to having their head touched,
as this is the first place on a dog many
people will approach. You want your
wolfdog to associate human hands with
good things and good feelings. Encourage behaviors you like, and discourage
behavior you don’t from an early age,
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with an eye for how that behavior is going
to feel when your wolfdog is all grown up.
Work on bite inhibition right away. Check
their teeth and paws often. Avoid confrontation; instead, use psychology! Do not
rough-house with your wolfdog puppy,
except in carefully controlled situations,
such as limited tug and cut off training.
Decide what signal you will use as a cut
off signal, or an “enough, I’m done.” Signal, and use it consistently.
A great beginning to this “gentling
process” is to sit and pull your puppies
gently into your lap, on their backs. If they
squirm to get up, try to get them to lay on
their side, and slowly stroke their bodies,
while talking softly to them. I repeat
“gentle, gentle” in a singsong voice, trying
to make an early connection to the word
“gentle” as a trigger for quiet behavior.
Do this several times per day, every day,
until your pup willingly lies quietly on
their back for tummy rubs and quiet fondling. It may only be 30 seconds the first
time you try this, and that’s OK! The next
time, work towards 45 seconds, then to a
whole
minute.
At this
age,
a
whole
minute
is
an
infinity!
What
you
want to
Rhi
work
towards
is making that infinity minute one they
look forward to as time well spent and
well loved with you.
Speaking of attitudes, I think perhaps
the most important lesson is this: Do Not
Attempt to Work While Irritated or
Stressed. We humans must remember that
learning is FUN! And since training is
learning, we would be better served making all our training sessions part of a play
session. An effective way to implement
this is to have an “official” play session
before AND after the training session,
with marked “bridges” into the next activity. This system has the added benefit of
allowing you to practice on your cut-off
signals, a very important element of the
learning process!
Copyright 2006 © by Kat Mills and printed with
permission.
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A Philosophy Towards Animals, Part 2
By Dilip Bhadra

(The second part of a three-part article examining and explaining the different attitudes towards animals between Eastern and Western cultures.)
THE CULTURAL ASPECT
The Vedas in India are a set of erudite
volumes written by various scholars over
an extended period of time, somewhere
around 2500 B.C., and each volume describes certain specific aspects of human
life and a prescription of how to live it. It
includes life’s sociopolitical framework, its
physiological aspects, the interaction of
humans with the environment (including
plants and animals), etc. In the Vedic literature, the animals are considered as sentient beings created by God; in the case of
any human-animal conflict, the solution
should be based on compromises somewhat similar to what would be pursued in
the case of a human-human conflict. Basically, this kind of philosophy still exists
today, though it has eroded somewhat.
Let us consider the very recent case in
India of predation in a small town situated
next to a national forest which happens to
be home to leopards. The leopards have
been coming out lately to the town to prey
on domestic animals. In the process, a fair
number of humans have been killed by the
predators. This has been a source of irritation and fear for the people in the town,
and everything came to a head when a little
girl, on her way back from school, was
killed by a leopard in front of her house as
she was about to enter it. The town’s people demanded that the government take
some measure to make it safe for people to
live there. The government promptly came
up with a solution; no helicopter gunship
was sent (cf: the aerial gunning of wolves
in Alaska, ordered by the state) to eradicate
all the leopards in the forest, not even those
suspected to have been directly involved in
the killing of the humans.
Instead, the government with the consent of the people put up a fence to prevent
the leopards from approaching the town,
and advised the people to adopt various
precautionary measures. (And, I think, the
government also handed out some monetary compensation to the affected people.)
Hopefully, this will fix the problem; otherwise different methods may have to be

pursued. In any case, a massive
predator eradication hunt is totally
unnecessary and unthinkable, as well
as utterly irrational – there are many
other compromises one can introduce
that will solve the problem without
blowing the whole species into oblivion. This is a form of the “symmetric
retaliation” approach at work with
the leopard, as opposed to the
“asymmetric retaliation” we mentioned above with the mountain lion.
The fundamental polemic in India is
“Live and let live”, not “Live and let
die”!
Another interesting example
happened a few months ago. In one
of those tiger preserves (where almost all of the tigers have radio collars), the rangers noted that the number of sources of radio signals have
been diminishing rapidly. The word
got around in the newspaper and it
became a national issue (tigers are
highly endangered) to the point that
the Indian Prime Minister himself
visited the preserve. It turned out
that poachers were responsible for
the alarming decrease in the tiger
population. A tiger skin can easily
bring in around $50,000 in the West
– that’s a lot of money in India! You
are set for life. The prime Minister
then declared that a special Cabinetlevel position would be created to
oversee a new department whose
mandate would be to prevent crimes
against animals (kind of like the FBI
for animals!)
Tolerance towards animals is
considered a virtue. Another example, rather hilarious, comes to mind.
In an old issue of National Geographic, an interesting incident was
described (with photographs) in an
article on India. Some women from a
village next to a preserve that contains lions went into the preserve to
collect firewood. In the process, they
came across a male lion who was sort
of hanging around. The women did
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not like the situation because they needed
to be able to collect fuel, and decided to
chase the lion away. And so they did! —
by throwing pieces of firewood at it!
Note that they did not call the gendarme!
THE RELIGIOUS ASPECT
All through the religion of Hinduism
in India over many millennia, various
animals have appeared in the religious
literature as holy icons; e.g., the infamous
venomous cobra resides in the hair of
Lord Shiva, the God of destruction and
one of the trinity of the Ultimate Beings
described in the Vedas. It turns out that
the cobra is extremely beneficial in the
Indian environment. One of the virtues of
the cobra is that it is a voracious eater and
the mouse is a gastrointestinal delicacy
for it. One may be reminded that the
mouse eats up lots of stored grains, and
poisoning animals is generally not a custom in India. On the other hand, the
mouse itself is associated with Ganesh,
the god of wealth and success, because it
is a tenacious saver leading to an improved life. Many other animals represent various other qualities of life on the
planet: for example, the peacock represents grace and elegance, the swan symbolizes musical qualities and the acquiring of knowledge, the lion represents
courage, strength, and benevolence, and
the cow embodies all the virtues of a
mother.
The temples and holy places of India
invariably become the residence of one
kind of animal or another. It may be
monkeys that commonly live in various
temples, or sometimes snakes or varieties
of birds. Monkeys in India are considered
as holy as the cows that freely roam the
streets, and are welcome to reside in temples. Although they are enormous pests
and can be quite demanding, they are
cared for and tolerated as equal to humans, and just as divine (do you think the
Indians knew about Darwin?).
In National Geographic magazine
some years ago, there was an article with
vivid pictures of a temple in India where
highly venomous King Cobra snakes not
only lived, but were taken care of by the
local worshippers. Women were shown
offering fruits and flowers with much
ceremony and respect while the snakes
stood erect, just inches away, with hoods

outstretched, ready to strike with lightning
speed. But they never did. It’s almost as if
those snakes understood they were not only
respected, but protected and valued in both
prayer and deed.
The contrast with western religious
philosophy, of course, is quite striking.
Although animals are similarly used as representations of various virtues, they are
strictly social symbols without any divinity
or admission of the equality of a fellow sentient being. With the Biblical interpretation
of man having dominion over the animals,
and the advent of Descartes with his much
embraced theory that animals have no soul,
the West radically diverged from the East in
its attitudes towards animals.

Indian Wolf
WOLVES AND MYTHOLOGY
In India, the wolf has both a mythological and historical significance. In the old
Hindu mythology known as Mahabharata,
the animal that shows up at Heaven’s gate is
a canine, most likely a wolf. The story goes
as follows, as described in the epic of Mahabharata: The charismatic Pandavas brothers won the battle against their evil cousins,
the Kauravas, in the battle of Kurukshatra.
In this battle, the almighty Lord Krishna had
assumed a human existence to become an
advisor for the good brothers.
(Lord
Krishna is one of the representations of the
Supreme Godhead in Hindu mythology.)
The eldest of the good brothers, Judhistir,
did many other good deeds in his life and
earned the grace of the gods to go to
heaven. During his passage to heaven, the
weather became utterly inhospitable. There
was rain and snow and it was extremely
cold with a strong wind blowing. When
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Judhistir arrived at the heaven’s
gate, he was almost frozen due to
cold and wanted to go through the
gate very urgently into the brilliant
warmth of the heavenly environment. In the meantime, an emaciated wolf also appeared at the gate,
wanting to go in. The wolf was suffering from frost bite and was barely
alive. The guard at the gate viewed
the situation and told Judhistir that
he was entitled to let only one individual in, and Judhistir had to decide
whether it will be himself or the
wolf, but not both. After agonizing
moments of thought when Judhistir
summarily overviewed his own life
and considered the animal’s situation, he decided to let the wolf go in!
The story has a delightful ending —
the wolf turned out to be Lord
Krishna himself in disguise, who
then was pleased to let Judhistir into
heaven for his ultimate act of benevolence to a fellow sentient being
at the cost of sacrificing himself!
The wolf in India also appears
in a variety of stories of social significance in a number of related anecdotes. There are stories of lost
human infants being raised by
wolves. If I remember it right, during the early 1900’s, the British
(who ruled India at that time) investigated one of those stories and apparently discovered an adult human
being who was supposedly raised by
the wolves and acted like one of
them. There exist several anecdotal
stories regarding some fourteen children having been raised by wolves in
India between 1840 and 1900. The
most famous of the stories, which
purportedly occurred later during the
1920’s, involved two young girls
named Kamala and Amala – ages 8
and 2 – who were captured at a huge
abandoned ant hill that the wolves
were using as a den. Being in British India, the mother wolf was
promptly shot dead. Both the girls
reportedly walked on all fours and
ate raw meat. The younger girl died
within a year of her capture and the
older one lived for another nine
years or so but never learned to
speak.
Historically, the most signifi-
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cant anecdote is represented in the English
writer Rudyard Kipling’s novel about India
The Jungle Book, in which a human infant
Mowgli was raised by a pack of wolves led
by the great wolf Akela, and the boy eventually made it back to the society of his own
kind. Some say that the story is based on
some true incident, but it is all anecdotal.
Be that as it may, one aspect of the
wolf-human scene stands out distinctively:
In India, the symbol of such inter-species
interactions is the story of Mowgli, and the
highest model of human attitudes towards
animals is the epic Mahabharata, rather than
the story of Little Red Riding Hood, which
commonly represents the original Western
mythological attitude towards wolves, as
well as many other animals. Unfortunately,
the atavistic remains of that attitude are still
quite alive and entrenched in the Dark Ages.
It should be pointed out, however, that
the discussion above is not meant to give
the wrong impression that animal-human
interactions in India are always benign and
beneficial. Farmers and shepherds do complain about wolf predation, but no irrational
retaliation is exercised against the species as
a whole, although precautionary measures
are taken to minimize, if not eliminate, any
unfortunate encounters. With increasing
numbers of human beings encroaching into
the animals’ territory everywhere in the
world, such adversarial confrontations will
occur, and one has to learn to live with it in
an intelligent and compassionate manner,
and to share the Earth with all beings who
have called it home long before we arrived.
(To be concluded in the Summer FLA
Newsletter)
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Florida Lupine Association Rendezvous
April 28 — April 30, 2006
Schedule of Events
DATE/TIME

EVENT

OTHER INFORMTION

Friday, 28 April 2006
7:30 PM — Until ?

Hot Dogs, etc.
Campfire

A time to mingle and to
share an evening of eating
food provided by FLA
and storytelling (Wolf
Tales)

Saturday, 29 April 2006
9:30 AM — 10:00 AM

Donuts and Coffee

Volunteers help to set up
the tent tables and chairs
for the Registration Booth
for the Dog Show

Saturday: 29 April 2006
10:00 AM — 11:00 AM

Rendezvous Registration and Dog
Show Registration

Sign in and pick up name
tags

Saturday: 29 April 2006
11: 00 AM — 11: 45 AM

Welcome and Intro- Directors’ Presentations
ductions
Elections
FLA Annual Meet- Member Discussion
ing

Saturday: 29 April 2006
11:45 AM — 12:45 PM

Lunch

Order your lunch and pay
at Registration

Saturday: 20 April 2006
12:45 PM — 1:45 PM

Discussion Groups

Sign up for preferred Discussion Group at Registration

Saturday: 29 April 2006
1:45 PM — 2:15 PM

Group Leader Pres- Results of Group Discusentations and Gen- sions
eral Discussion

Saturday: 29 April 2006
2:15 PM — 3:30 PM

Auction

Our Major Fund Raising
Event: Please help us to
help wolfdogs and their
owners. Bring an item to
auction!

Copyright © 2006 by Dilip Bhadra and
printed with permission.
I’ll be singing
the long and lonely
blues if I don’t see
you at the 2006 Florida Lupine Association
Rendezvous.
Come and sing
along!

Saturday: 29 April 2006
3:45 PM — 4:45 PM

Florida Lupine Association Annual
Dog Show
(There is a $15 entry fee for nonmembers.)

Bring your wolfdogs and
allow them to be judged
on various wolf-like trait
categories.

Saturday: 29 April 2006
6:30 PM — Until ?

Dinner, Socialization and Campfire

Guessing Game Answers:
A. NAID (mixed breed)
B. 72%, Timber/Malamute
C. High content; mix unknown
D. 25% AKC Ch lines Samoyed, 12% TriColor Collie,30%-ish Malamute, rest wolf
E. Pure Champagne German Shepherd

People needed to bring a
potluck dinner item.
Please contact Jill Parker
at info@floridalupine.org
or call her at 850-9562706 to let her know what
you can bring.

Sunday: 30 April 2006
8:00 AM — 11:00 AM

Breakfast, Pictures, We hope you enjoyed
Pack up, Check Out your weekend. Drive
safely . See you in 2007.
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The Guessing Game
Try to guess the mix and content of these canines.
Answers on page 9

B

A

C
E

D
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Heartworm Primer

What Can Be Done to Treat Heartworms in Dogs?

By Karen Hamerslag, DVM
How Do Dogs Get Heartworms?
Small, immature heartworm larvae are transmitted through
the bite of a carrier mosquito. At first, these parasites move into
the tissues. Eventually, they migrate to the heart. There the
heartworms grow and reproduce, releasing immature heartworms, called microfilaria, into the blood stream. When other
mosquitoes bite an infected dog, they ingest microfilaria. The
microfilaria develop into larvae in the mosquito and are transmitted to the next dog they bite.
Is Heartworm Disease Serious?
Yes, it is very serious. Heartworms interfere with normal
flow of blood from the right side of the heart to the vessels serving the lungs. If left untreated, canine heartworm disease can
significantly reduce your dog's quality of life, cause congestive
failure of the heart and other organs, and ultimately can lead to
death.

A complete physical and medical examination is necessary to determine the health status of your pet and the severity of the disease. Laboratory tests and radiographs (x-rays)
are part of the complete work-up that will be undertaken to
assure treatment tailored to your dog's condition.
Heartworms can be treated with a drug, Immiticide, which
is the most effective development in adult heartworm treatment in 50 years. Most heartworm-infected dogs need two
injections, given 24 hours apart. Your dog will be kept in
the hospital and be carefully monitored for this procedure.
Supportive medications are administered as necessary on a
case-by-case basis. A medication is used one month later to
k ill imma t u re h e artwo r ms in th e b lood .
Can Dogs Get Heartworms After Treatment?
Yes. Heartworms are easily transmitted by mosquitoes and
having them once does NOT make your dog immune. Following treatment, your pet must begin
taking an appropriate
heartworm preventative.

What Are the Signs of Heartworm Disease?
At first an infected dog may show few signs of infection,
but as the heartworms grown and mature, they cause increasing
damage. Pets may become listless, tire easily after exercise, develop a cough, and become anemic.
In advanced cases, dogs often suffer congestive heart failure
with fluid accumulation in the abdomen and lungs. The liver,
kidneys, and lungs may also be affected.

Copyright 2006 by Dr. Karen Hamerslag and reprinted with permission. Oaks Veterinary Hospital, Gainesville, FL
http://www.oaksvet.com/

FLORIDA LUPINE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. O. Box 1765
DeFuniak Springs, FL 32435
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

New Membership ______

Renew Membership ______

*

Individual (FL Residents) _____ $25
*

Date ___________________

Individual Affiliate (out of state) _____ $15

Family (FL Residents)

_____ $35

Family Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $20

Junior Membership

_____ $10

Business Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $40

Business Membership

_____ $50

Donation Only (no membership) $________

Name:___________________________________________________________________________________
Adress:__________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________County:__________________________
Home Phone:_________________________________
E-Mail:_________________________________

Office Phone:____________________________
*These are the only voting categories.*

Florida Lupine Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 1765
De Funiak Springs, FL 32435
Support Responsible Canine Ownership & Education!

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

